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Abstract—Location based services are commonly used by sev-
eral mobile applications and services, to provide content related
to the area in which the user is located. This enables services
such as navigation, particularly useful for vehicular applications,
though possibly exposing private information about the user,
which has to explicitly grant the location permission. However,
smartphone have also many other sensors off the shelf, which
currently do not require any permission to be used, and may
be leveraged to track the users movements, hence the location,
thus raising potentially serious privacy issues. In this paper we
present a study which shows that by analyzing data obtained
through the accelerometer and the magnetometer, it is possible
to achieve less than 50 meters of localization accuracy even for
long journeys, and 95% of accuracy on the road identification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, location based services are popular in different
domains, as they offer the possibility to contextualize the
application in use, hence making it more related to the current
user context. Modern smartphones can utilize the GPS, which
is often used as the standard solution to localize the device,
given its precision and wide availability outdoors. Due to
the possible private data which can be extracted from raw
GPS measurements [12], currently Android applications need
to explicitly ask for the permission to use the GPS. This
is to prevent applications which may acquire the GPS data
for malicious purposes, for instance understanding whenever
the user is not at home. However, modern smartphones also
carry several other integrated sensors, such as accelerometers,
gyroscopes, magnetometers and barometers, to name few,
which may be used to understand the context in which the
device is located. Closer to the topic of this study is the
possibility for a mobile device to use data obtained through the
internal sensors, which currently do not require any explicit
permission on Android devices, to track the user positions
whilst driving. Clearly this would constitute a serious privacy
issue, as users may have their private information exploited
by malicious applications without being aware of it.

It has already been shown that through smartphone inte-
grated sensors it is possible to understand movement patterns,
which can be mapped to different activities performed by the
user [4]. Focusing on the vehicular scenario, accelerometers
can be used to understand accelerations, which correlated with
time provide space and magnetometers indicate the direction
the smartphone is pointing at. By building specific models
which leverage the sensor dynamics, it is possible to build
the so-called Dead Reckoning Inertial navigation, which by

analyzing sensor measurements can give the direction and
space traveled by a device, though they have been mostly used
for pedestrian tracking and indoor localization [13]. However,
simply relying on Dead Reckoning inertial navigation systems
can lead to inaccurate estimates, as they can carry cumulative
errors due to inaccuracy in the measurement. Therefore, iner-
tial systems are typically corrected by sporadic GPS readings,
which can reduce the number and entity of the error [1],
eventually providing a more accurate localization.

In this paper, we present a study aimed at understanding
the potentials of such as system and subsequently the possible
privacy issues which may arise from the use of inertial sensors
to understand tracks traveled by users whilst driving a car. By
knowing the initial position of the user, we exploit data from
the accelerometer to understand the distance traveled and from
the magnetometer to derive turn events. All the used sensors
currently require no permission on Android devices, hence any
installed application can register to receive value updates from
them. As we previously stated, we show that only relying on
dead reckoning systems may and up in possible high errors,
as inaccuracies sum up from the beginning to the end of the
journey.

Thus, to improve the tracking accuracy, we also use real
map data obtained through OpenStreetmap1, which contains
the road definition with lengths and turn angles. The general
idea of our proposal is to obtain lengths and angles of road
traveled, and then match them on a real road network. This
empowers our proposed system to correct Dead reckoning
errors at the end of each road segment, hence reducing the
problem of accumulating errors throughout the entire journey.

Our performance evaluation is twofold: at first, we compare
the results of our system against classical Dead Reckoning
systems and GPS with real data obtained from a custom
Android application developed within the scope of this study.
The aim is to match the final point in which the vehicle
stopped, by recognizing subsequent intermediate roads. More-
over, we also perform a simulative study on several cities
worldwide, to understand the recognition boundaries of this
systems depending on the size and area in which the tracking
has to be performed. We show that in most cities worldwide
it is possible to uniquely identify paths with at least 10 turns
turns, even in big cities with many roads. Moreover, it exists
a rather evident difference in performing such recognition

1http://www.OpenStreetmap.org
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in the U.S. or in Europe, as the latter have more diverse
road deployments, which make the recognition easier as road
angles and lengths differ more compared to the former, which
resembles more a Manhattan grid deployment. In practice, for
Europe as little as 4 turns uniquely identify paths regardless
of the city size, while for the U.S. it takes at least ten turns
to achieve the same result.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents related work from literature; Section III details our
proposal and outlines the algorithm used; Section III-C details
the implementation of our proposal; Section IV presents results
from the performance evaluation, and Section V concludes this
work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we present related work from literature,
concerning the use of mobile devices integrate sensors for
navigation, and the recognition of activities exploiting sensor
data, commonly known as Transportation Mode Detection.

The need to navigate and route people and objects without
GPS is certainly an interesting and useful problem to be
addressed. For instance, indoor navigation systems could not
rely on the GPS, as it is highly inaccurate indoors [16], and
instead have to use inertial sensors [11], augmented reality
[7] [21], or wifi fingerprinting [16], to name some possible
techniques.

Transportation Mode Detection is an active research topic,
being its information useful for a multitude of different ser-
vices, ranging from context aware computing to personalized
apps usage [3] [4] [8] [20]. Although methodologies differs
from each other, they can be broadly classified in two groups:
GPS-based and Sensor-based. While the former relies on the
speed obtained from GPS data to infer the transportation mode,
the latter uses inertial sensors which are typically classified
using machine learning techniques. The GPS based systems
offer a good accuracy for discriminating between motorized
modes and pedestrian modes [20], but offer lower performance
for classifying a more vast set of transportation modes [4].
Moreover, they also consume more battery than using inertial
sensors, which is also something to account for in mobile
devices.

Dead Reckoning Systems (DRS) exploit inertial sensor data
to obtain a set of movements, which are usually based on
the acceleration, from which it is possible to obtain the route
[14]. Similar systems have also been applied to GPS enabled
vehicles in roads, mainly to improve the accuracy of the
system [22], in scenarios in which the GPS offers scarce
accuracy in vehicular systems, typically due to urban canyons
and tall buildings. Multiple sensors can also be aggregated
together, to achieve a higher localization accuracy [15].

Few works can be found that merge the information of
DRS and road data, to match the movements recognized by
the DRS to specific roads. Most of them typically use the
information from inertial sensors to update other data, such
as WIFI maps [9], or to construct indoor maps [23]. In [2]
the authors present a system which is able to perform indoor

localization with good precision, given that it is provided the
map of the indoor location. It is worth to note the work of
[17], where the authors integrates OpenStreetmap information
with DRS to obtain indoor navigation. Closer to this work is
[19], which shows that with real data of magnetometers it is
possible to match specific roads, hence journeys. In addition
to [19] we also add the accelerometer into our systems, which
helps in understanding the length of the road segment traveled.
Moreover, we also present a simulation study which show the
constraints in which such system can operate in real world
cities.

Data from OpenStreetmap has been already used in a mul-
titude of different domains, which spans from the generation
of real vehicular traces [5], to vehicle navigation [18]. In
general, the data offers plenty of details, although some areas
are recorded with more precision than others compared to the
real road deployment [10].

III. MODEL

In this section we describe the model we developed within
the scope of this study. Our proposal builds on raw data
obtained through smartphone integrated sensors, precisely the
accelerometer and the magnetometer, used to infer the distance
traveled and the turn events, respectively.

In particular, we compute a segmented trace, cut at every
turn, leveraging data from inertial sensors. Eventually, we
match the segmented trace to a real road deployment, with
the aim to reduce the overall error, as matching intermediate
segments would compensate for errors of the dead reckoning
system. Specifically our algorithm jointly uses information
obtained through accelerometer and magnetometer, and binds
them with data obtained through OpenStreetmap. We proceed
in different steps, which we summarize as:
• Step 1: Segments Identification, in which we identify the

number of road segments by monitoring the magnetome-
ter data

• Step 2: Dead Reckoning System (DRS), through which
we compute the length of each traveled segment thanks
to the accelerometer measurements

• Step 3: Segments assignment to OpenStreetmap data, in
which we build the possible path that has been traveled
by the device searching for similar road segments in the
real road deployment downloaded from OpenStreetmap

In the following sections we present each of these steps in
detail.

A. Segments identification

At first, we need to identify the different segments, based
on the orientation, obtained from the raw measurements read
from the magnetometer. In other words, in the first step of our
algorithm we need to compute the total number of roads that
have been traveled and their orientation.

We define the measurement Ω(t) at time t as:

Ω(t) =< A(t),M(t) >, (1)
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where A(t) is the tuple containing the 3 axis measurements
of the accelerometer at time t and M(t) is the tuple of the 3
measurements of the magnetometer.

In this step, we only use the M(t) to obtain the turns per-
formed by the device. More in detail, we compute the moving
variance over the last N measurements of the magnetometer.
To do it, we compute at first the moving mean at time t as:

(2)µt =

∑t
i=t−NM(i)

N
,

and the corresponding moving variance at time t as

(3)σ2
t =

∑t
i=t−NM(i)2 − µ2

t

N − 1

We then define a binary hypothesis H(t) to σ2
t defined as:

H(t) =

{
0 σ2(t) ≥ ε
1 σ2(t) < ε

with threshold ε equal to

(4)ε =

∑N
i=1 µi

N
,

which is basically the mean of the moving means computed
through Equation 2.

At each time t, H(t) is then either a 1, identifying that the
car was not turning, or a 0 which instead reflects a turn. In
other words, a turn starts when we have a transition 1 → 0
and ends when we observe 0→ 1.

We can now easily build the vector of orientations T as

T =M(t) · (1−H(t)), (5)

which is then a sequence of 0 and angles, referring to the
orientation of the vehicle at time t.

B. Dead Reckoning System

In this step, we describe the Dead Reckoning System which
we leverage to obtain the length of each road segment.

At first, since the accelerometer reports the measurements
on the 3 axis, and in order to be independent from the
orientation of the device, we compute the magnitude Ȧ(t) of
the measurements of the accelerometer at time t as:

Ȧ(t) =
√
A2

x(t) +A2
y(t) +A2

z(t) (6)

Using the magnitude is a popular solution for scenarios like
the one we studied in this paper, and it is widely used in
literature for similar tasks [4] [6], since it allows to abstract
from the specific orientation of the device.

We then define the vector Λ as

Λ(t) = H(t) · Ȧ(t), (7)

built with all the accelerometer values pertaining to straight
segments. That is, we do not consider the lengths while
the vehicle is turning, thus we only compute it for straight
segments, as all the accelerometer values would be multiplied
by 0.

We then define the route R as

R = {D,O}, (8)

where D = {D0,D1, . . . ,DN−1} is the list of com-
puted distances of all the road segments, and O =
{O0,O1, . . . ,ON−1} is the list of orientations of the next
segment at each turn, where the generic Oi is the average
of the orientation values of segment i+ 1.

We can now compute the total distance traveled over each
road segment. Let Di be the computed length of the i-th
segment by picking the non-zero sequences in Λ(t). Then,
we can compute the total distance traveled Di of segment i as

Di = (t− ti−1) · V0
i +

∫ ti

ti−1

Ȧ(t)dt (9)

Basically, we compute the length of segment Di by calculating
the total acceleration within the segment, summed to the
initial speed when entering the segment. In fact, if the total
acceleration over segment i is 0, then the distance traveled is
simply computed by the entering speed V 0

i multiplied by the
travel duration within edge i.

Eventually, R completely defines the whole journey of the
vehicle in terms of road lengths and turns, which will be used
to match the measured values to real road segments, as we
will describe in the following section.

C. OpenStreetmap Segment Matching

In this Section we describe the algorithm we developed
to match sensor data to road segments starting from R,
by leveraging OpenStreetmap data, which we call PRIME
(Probabilistic Recursive Inertial Matching Edges).

We start by defining a graph G = (V,E), in which V are
the vertices and E are the arcs.

The general idea of the algorithm is straightforward: our
aim is to match each segment Di ∈ R with arcs in E,
and all the vertices V with turns Oi ∈ R. More in detail,
starting from vertex V0 we look for all the outer arcs, and
select that which matches with the angle O0 and length
D0. We then repeat the exact same procedure in V1, by
selecting the arc which matches the angle O1 and the arc with
length D1. However, data from the sensors and that extracted
from OpenStreetmap may carry errors, which make the exact
matching of arcs and vertices unpractical. Hence, we extend
further the edge selection phase to account for noise error,
eventually considering more road segments. We then define
probabilities to select those that better match the computed
lengths and orientations we got in the previous steps.

At first, it is highly challenging to correctly estimate the
length traveled from the device. This is because the data
from the accelerometer may be inaccurate due to measure-
ments frequency and noise, and hence the computed distance
may be slightly different than that actually traveled by the
vehicle. Hence, we introduce a threshold η which estimates
our admissible error. Basically, we assume that the length of
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each segment Di should instead be intended as Di ± η. More
formally we change each Di into D̄i as following:

D̄i = [Di − η,Di + η] (10)

Another possible issue comes from the inaccuracy in the
azimuth reading from the magnetometer, which might exclude
some of the arcs even if small differences are found. Therefore,
we apply a similar technique to the one presented before,
in which we add a threshold θ which accounts for possible
measurement errors of the magnetometer. Hence, when the
algorithm checks whether the real road segment K might have
been traveled and therefore should be added to the list of
segments to be evaluated, we check if K ∈ Ōj , where Ōj

is defined as

Ōj = [Oj − θ,Oj + θ]. (11)

We now build a tree of possibilities T, starting from the
initial vertex. We then add all the possible arcs for which the
length is between D̄0. We then repeat the same methodology
at the end of the i-th arc, by considering the arcs which have a
turning angle ∈ Ōi. We then add those which have a length ∈
D̄i, and we repeat the same for all the elements in R. Clearly,
using high values of η and θ would include more possible
paths in T, while using low values may possibly exclude the
right path, due to measurement errors and noise. Obviously,
some of the paths of the tree may not have all the segments
of the journey, as some arcs may not be found starting from
a vertex, thus leading to a wrong path without the number of
road segments in R.

Then, we define a series of probabilities towards identifying
the most probable path among all the possible ones. We define
pDi as the probability for the i-th arc as:

pDi = 1− |Di − Ei|
Ei

, (12)

where Ei is the real length of the i-th road segment. In case
of a high error, pDi would be close to 0, while in case of a
small one it will be close to 1. We divide by Ei to weigh the
errors depending on the length of the arc, as the same absolute
error weighs less on a longer arc than in a shorter one.

We perform a similar operation to assess the correctness of
the orientation of the edge with pOi , defined as

pOi = 1− |Si − Vi|
Vi

, (13)

where in this case Vi is the azimuth of the i-th vertex.
We then compute the total probability P(J ) for the whole

journey J as

P(J ) =
∏
i∈J

pDi · pOi . (14)

Finally, we select the path J whose P(J )k is the highest one,
thus ending the algorithm.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we provide performance evaluation of our
proposal. We separate our analysis in two parts: the first
is devoted to analyze the effectiveness of our system in
inferring user location routes, which we analyzed with real
data obtained through a custom made Android application.
We present this study in Section IV-A. We then move to
understanding how different paths and city deployments may
affect the practical possibility to recognize paths, based on
roads heterogeneity and city size, which is presented in Section
IV-B.

A. System evaluation

The first analysis we perform is devoted to understand
the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed system in
terms of understanding the path traveled by the car, hence
the final point. To provide a more comprehensive analysis, we
compare our proposed PRIME algorithm with 3 other different
proposals, which are:
• Dead reckoning: this algorithm only uses the data com-

puted in Section III-A and Section III-B. In other words, it
does not match the edges on real map data, but only uses
inertial sensors to calculate a trajectory from an initial
point to an end point.

• Random: this algorithm matches segments on real map
data, but does this randomly at each turn. Basically, it
understands when user turns, but takes a random edge,
hence mimicking a system with a corrupted magnetome-
ter.

• Greedy: this proposal uses both the dead reckoning
system and the real road matching. However, instead of
building a tree of possible routes, it always select the best
matching segment at each turn, which is the one which
deviates less from the measurement. In case of errors, it
may lead to wrong decisions which may end up in huge
estimation errors.

Our analysis is performed on real data. To gather it, we
developed an Android application which records the measure-
ments from the accelerometer and the magnetometer installed
in the smartphone. During a single measurement run, we do
not variate the position of the device, which is instead varied
among different measurement runs. Data is sampled at 10 Hz,
and we gathered more than 5 hours of samples, with a total
of 50 unique paths.

In Figure 1 we present the result of the study, which have
been obtained by running the algorithm on all the paths
we have recorded, with variable length from 100 meters to
5000 meters.

In particular, Figure 1(a) shows the error achieved by the
four different algorithms between the correct final position and
the computed one. That is, the euclidean distance between the
real ending point and the computed one. As it can be seen,
PRIME performs the best, while all the others offer lower
performance. Surprisingly, the Greedy and the Random version
offer worse performance compared to the Dead Reckoning.
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Fig. 1. Performance evaluation of the proposed solution.

This aspect lies in the imprecision of the measurements, which
are instead better compensated by PRIME, which explores
a wider set of possible edges. In particular, it is interesting
to note that for PRIME the error does not increase too
much as the total length of the path increases. For all the
other algorithms, longer paths exhibit higher errors. This is
explained by the fact that PRIME constrains the path to be on
roads, and thanks to the fact that it explores a set of possible
edges, eventually selecting the most probable path, it ends
up in achieving a stable performance regardless of the length
of the path. It is important to note that PRIME may select a
wrong segment within the path. However, as we select the path
with the best overall probability, this may be compensated by
subsequent segments which instead are well recognized. This
is also evident from the fact that even for short paths less than
500 meters long, PRIME achieves an error comparable with
other proposals. However, it remains constant, while for the
other proposals it scales up, hence indicating further errors
during the path, which are instead not observed with PRIME.

Figure 1(b) shows a similar analysis, where however the
studied metric is the ratio of error over the total length of
the path. Here it is possible to see that all proposals follow a
similar path, but PRIME achieves again the best results, since
its error is somewhat constant regardless of the length of the
path traveled, something which is not true for the other three
proposals. However, all proposal seem to suffer from higher
errors from shorter paths, something which was also possible
to see in Figure 1(a).

In systems like the one studied in this paper, the focus
may be not precisely on the ending point, but maybe on the
area. Hence, we evaluate in Figure 1(c) whether the final
computed road corresponds with the real one. This studies
the scenario in which we are not interested to understand the
precise point, but we narrow the ending position to a single
road. In this analysis we do not show the Dead Reckoning
proposal, as it does not computes path on roads, but follows
the measurements of the sensors which can lead in places
without roads. PRIME achieves again the best results, being
able to recognize the final road almost in the 95 % of the cases,
while other proposals fall shortly of 35 %. Again, this happens
as PRIME can compensate the errors in the middle of the path
better than other algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Analysis on different city size in Europe and USA.

B. City wide analysis

The second analysis we performed is aimed at understand-
ing how much real city roads, and different city deployments,
impact the possibility to recognize paths traveled by cars based
solely on the recognition through the accelerometer and the
magnetometer. We select different city sizes in the U.S.A.
and Europe, which exhibit vastly different road deployments,
with the U.S.A. which tend to have a more Manhattan grid
like scenario, hence with turns which are similar between
them in terms of angle, and Europe, in which cities are more
diversified, hence with roads which have turns angles which
differ more.

For each city, we randomly select a path and simulate as
there was a vehicle diving on it, which then records sensor
measurements. We then look how distinctive such measure-
ments are in the same city, looking for similar paths within
the same area. Clearly smaller cities have less possibilities,
hence it is easier to find unique paths, while bigger cities
have more roads, hence possibly more paths. Due to space
constraints, we perform the tests only with η = θ = 25.
Obviously increasing these values would result in a higher
number of identified paths, though some would be far less
similar to the real one, while setting them to a lower value
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would restrict the analysis too much, without considering noise
which is present in similar measurements. A complete analysis
on the importance of η and θ is left as future study.

Figure 2 shows the results of our analysis, which we
performed for paths of 3, 4, 5 and 10 turns in total, and
for different cities in the U.S.A. and Europe. We plot the
total number of paths found over the city nodes, which are
the crossroads at which a vehicle may turn. In total, we have
analyzed more than 700.000 unique paths in 60 cities, grouped
into 5 different sizes. As it is straightforward to note, a higher
number of turns reduces the number of possible paths with
similar values. The U.S.A. are far less identifiable, as roads
tend to have more similar angles of 90 degrees, which make
paths more similar among each other. Concerning the case
for Europe, we achieve a low number, hence high possibility
of identifying the path only with 3 turns. Harder to see on
the chart are the Europe lines with more than 3 turns, which
achieve results close to 1, thus meaning that in all the city
deployment it was possible to find only 1 path with the
characteristics of the simulated one. In general it is fair to
say that globally, paths in the U.S.A. are far less identifiable,
and in general only a higher number of turns enables the
identification of them. Different the case for Europe, where
cities with similar sizes compared to the U.S.A. scenario offer
far less similar paths.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a study towards identifying
driving paths of users by exploiting data obtained through
mobile device integrated sensors. In case of malicious installed
applications on mobile devices, sensors can be accessed with-
out requiring explicit permissions to the users, which then may
not be aware of data leaks. We have then shown how these
data may be exploited to track driving paths of users, by using
popular sensors such as the accelerometer and magnetometer,
now available in many off the shelf devices. Results from
field tests have shown the accuracy of the system, which
outperforms other proposals we compared against. We have
also performed a simulation study on several cities in the U.S.
and Europe, showing that with less than 10 turns it is possible
to almost uniquely identify a singular path, even in large cities.

Future works on this topic are towards reducing the turn
angle and road segment length, which would enable to improve
the recognition of the system.
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